INTERIOR DESIGNER
EHDD, a national leader in architecture, interior design, urban planning and sustainability, is seeking a
full-time Interior Designer to join our team.
At EHDD our interior practice is an integral part of our overall design studio, rather than an isolated
design effort. Our interior design begins with creating interior environments that harmonize with the
architecture of the building and the exterior environment. We appreciate that the experience of a
building is continuous from the path through the landscape, to the building approach, the entrance and
the journey through interior spaces. We incorporate that experience of place into our design to create
environments that are tailored and appropriate to their surroundings while incorporating surprise and
delight.
Job Description:
As an Interior Designer, your role is to facilitate the translation of the client’s needs into a beautiful and
functional space. Core activities include close coordination with the architectural and consultant team
to develop concepts and technical documentation for projects of all sizes and levels of complexity.
The ideal candidate will be prepared and eager to participate in all phases of projects, including
programming, schematic and design development, construction documents and construction
administration phases.
Responsibilities include:
■■ Programming, concept design, space planning and construction documentation
■■ Participate in the selection and specification of furniture, materials and finishes
■■ Work with external consultants, product representatives, fabricators and furniture dealers
Qualifications:
■■ Degree in Interior Design or Architecture [Interior Design preferred]
■■ 0-5 years of experience in a design office [Architectural office preferred]
■■ Proven excellence in design and presentation skills
■■ General knowledge of interior design practices
■■ Experience with FF+E is a plus
■■ Basic understanding of coordination with building systems
■■ Excellent verbal and written communication skills
■■ Fluency in Revit, AutoCAD and other 3D modeling software [Rhino/3DS Max]
■■ Fluency with Adobe Creative Suite
■■ Proficiency in Microsoft Office Suite [Excel, Word, Outlook, PowerPoint]
■■ NCIDQ Certification preferred
EHDD offers a great work place environment and interesting building types - including aquariums,
museums, academic facilities, laboratories, libraries, student housing and commercial residential
developments. We offer competitive benefits, including flex days and support for professional
development.
EHDD is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Women, minorities, individuals with disabilities and protected
veterans are encouraged to apply.
Please submit letter of interest, resume and samples of your work by e-mail to HR@ehdd.com and
reference Interior Designer on the subject line.
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